Sophos Endpoint Web Protection Add-on
Essential web protection has never been easier or more affordable
You’ve got concerns about the dark corners of the web – and rightly so. They’re the source of a
lot of malware and inappropriate content. And if not tightly controlled, they can lead to serious
productivity and liability issues. Until now, your choices have been limited. Sophos is changing
all that – making it easy and affordable for you to offer essential web protection, even when
users are off the network.
With this new Add-on we’ve integrated inappropriate site policy right into SEC, allowing you to
keep users safe from the most unwanted web sites. Easily block adult, gambling, hate, and
more. You can set web policy for the top 14 most inappropriate site categories right from
within the Enterprise Console. Your users are protected from these sites wherever they go.
And no additional software or infrastructure is required.
Web threat protection - everywhere
We’ve integrated our latest cross-browser web
filtering technologies into our Endpoint agent.
And it’s not just an annoying, temperamental
browser plug-in. It seamlessly catches all the
latest threats wherever your users go.
Inappropriate web policy control within SEC
You can control access to the top 14 inappropriate
site categories right within our Enterprise Console.
Set categories like adult, gambling, and hate to
“Block”, or use the “Warn” option to remind users
their activity is being monitored. And do it all with
just a few simple clicks.

Integrated into our Endpoint Console

Account for what your users are doing
User web activity is logged and viewable within
the enterprise console so you can identify
undesirable behavior or account for broader web
usage.
Affordable and worry free deployment
Best of all – it’s all integrated. There’s no need for
extra hardware, management software or
endpoint agents to solve your essential web
filtering needs. We’ve built it in.
Easily set policy to control inappropriate sites

Call now to learn more about our new Web Protection options: 1888-SOPHOS9

